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Vytrus Biotech

Cosmetics have never been more innovative.

Vytrus Biotech goes beyond traditional approaches.

Creation of active ingredients inspired by the real 
power of nature and based on 4 key axes.
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Vytrus Biotech

Sustainable Innovation High efficacy Natural



Vytrus Biotech01. A NATURAL STORY

Unique stem cells that capture 

outstanding plant properties for skin 

and Hair skinification

A sustainable technology respectful

with our skin and environment
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Vytrus Biotech01. A NATURAL STORY

Plant stem cells contain all the 

potential and essence of the plant

A single stem cell has the ability to

regenerate an entire plant
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Vytrus Biotech

Vytrus biotechnological platforms

A new way of dealing with plants
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Vytrus Biotech

ADAPTABILITY COMMUNICATION

VITALITY EFFICIENCY

Plasma Rich in 

Cell Factors

Phyto-Peptidic

Fractions 

PGF Technology01. BIOTECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS

Outstanding capacities to develop our platforms

Phyto-Lipidic

Fractions

Phyto-Glucidic 

Fractions 
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Vytrus Biotech

Plants can transport and transform molecules with

a few resources available in a very efficient way.

They are expert ‘sweeteners’ and efficiently

synthesize sugars for many functions such as

transport, store, activate and deactivate

molecules, amongst many others.

The PGF platform works with the sweetening

weapon of plants where Vytrus stimulates the

production of pathways of sugars in the plant stem

cells to make their properties bioavailable to skin

care.

The result is a new Cell Nectar enriched in these

plant sugars that brings new concepts to personal

care.

Dermocosmetics trends 202202. PHYTO-GLUCIDIC FRACTIONS

PGF - Efficiency



Vytrus Biotech PGF Technology02. PHYTO-GLUCIDIC FRACTIONS

Phyto-Glucidic Fractions: Efficiency

GLYCOME biosynthesis 
pathways stimulation 

Blue Light irradiation 
(390-500 nm) 

Glycocalyx enriched intact cell 
membrane

Ultrasound disruption

Phyto-Glucidic Fractions 
(Biomimetic glycocalyx fragments)

Organic acids
Polyphenols
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PGF active ingredients

NECTARIA LITHOPS ™

Vitamin D enriched skin

Dewy, radiant & deeply hydrated skin

A new D-approach for sun care

https://www.vytrus.com/natural-active/nectaria-lithops/
https://www.vytrus.com/natural-active/nectaria-lithops/


http://www.linkedin.com/company/Vytrus-Biotech
http://www.twitter.com/vytrusbiotech
http://www.vytrus.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLlvwf0au_vfVq8WFPt-Qyw

